Year 5 - Home Learning Activity Grid 3
Please use the activity grid to engage your child with home learning. There are also a number of website suggestions on our school
website, under ‘Home Learning’ to use alongside this grid. Please find additional materials to support this grid on the pages below.
A new grid will be uploaded to the website each week.

English
Activities

Maths
Activities

TASK 1
Willy Wonker has put out a
call for new Easter egg
designers to work for him! As
such, I want you to write a
job application letter as to
why you should be Willy
Wonker’s new chocolate egg
designer.
Remember this must be formal (so no
contractions, no dashes, formal sentences must
be used, no chatty, informal style). See below
for a check list! Also tell him about your new
design from Home activities task 1!
TASK 1
The mystery of the Easter
bunny costume!
Your task is to solve the
five clues and use the
character descriptions of all
the people who have a
connection with the village
and the building the villages meetings are held
in, to work out who the contemptible costume
wrecker is! Good luck!

TASK 2
Reading comprehension time!
Find out the definitions and word classification for
the words below.
e.g. Shadow (noun) a dark area or shape produced

TASK 3
Write instructions for making your new Easter
egg design!
With your Easter egg design for Home activities
task 1, I want you to write clear and detailed
instructions on how to make your design!

by a body coming between rays of light and a
surface.

Scroll down for things that you need to include!

Then read the text ‘The magic city’ and answer the
comprehension questions!
Super challenge: Change the text so that it reads in
first person, using pronouns like I, my, me.
TASK 2
How many eggs?
 Peter, Melanie, Amil and Jack received a total
of 38 chocolate eggs.
 Jack had one less than Peter.
 Peter had 5 less than Melanie.
 Amil had half as many as Melanie.
 Peter had 2 more than Amil.
How many eggs did each person have?
Once you have worked it out, look at the answer
on the link below:

https://nrich.maths.org/939/solution

Home
Activities

TASK 1
Show Willy Wonker what an EGG-traordinary
egg designer you are and design one!
Create a detailed design (with labels) thinking
about the following:
 What ingredients will you use?
 What flavours do you want?
 What’s extra special about it?
 What might be inside?
 Who is it for?
 How is it made?

TASK 2
Joyeuses Pâques (Happy Easter!)
I want you to research what Easter time is like in
France.
Look at the following:
 How do they celebrate?
 What do they eat?
 What is Mardi Gras?
 Why are les cloches volantes (the flying bells)
important?
 What is poisson d'Avril?
 What is he same and what is different?

TASK 3
Divisions with remainders!
Scroll down and complete the challenges below!
Remember to use the bus stop method!

Super challenge: Can you find a 6 digit number
that has a remainder of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9?
TASK 3
Easter anagrams
How quickly can you solve these anagrams all
related to Easter?
EREATS GEGS
THO SSCRO NUBS
RISPGN
CLACHOOET
EREATS GGE UNTH
CIKHC
NESUATERYN
Super challenge: Once you have solved these,
make some of your own up and text your family
with them!

English Task 1 – Application letter to be an Easter
egg designer!
Checklist

English Task 3 – Instructions to make your own
Easter egg!
Checklist!
Remember to use:









imperative (bossy) verbs/command sentences
adverbs for time/lists (firstly. then, etc.)
bullet points,
what to do subtitle
sequential,
you will need list
additional information in boxes
diagrams and labels.

English task 2- reading comprehension

The Magic City
Philip stood in the shadow of the dark arch and looked out. He saw
before him a great square surrounded by tall, irregular buildings. In
the middle was a fountain whose waters, silver in the moonlight, rose
and fell with a gentle splashing sound. A tall tree, close to the
archway, cast the shadow of its gnarled
branches across the path. He listened
but there was nothing to listen to,
except the deep night silence and the
changing, soft sound the fountain
made.
His eyes, growing accustomed to the
dimness, showed him that he was
beneath a heavy domed roof supported
on large square pillars and, to each side
of him, he saw black, opaque doors, firmly fastened. Philip did not
exactly feel frightened, but he did not exactly feel intrepid either.
Super challenge: Change the text so that it reads in first person,
using pronouns like I, my, me.

Find out the meaning of these
words (using a dictionary or online
dictionary), writing what type of
word they are:
irregular
gnarled
accustomed to
dimness
opaque
intrepid
Now read and answer the
following:
1. Explain why Philip did not
exactly feel frightened.
2. Explain why Philip did not
exactly feel intrepid either.
3. What impression is the reader
given about the setting of this
text? Use evidence from the
text to support your answer.
4. Do you think that Philip will
choose to explore? Explain
your answer.
5. Why do think the doors were
locked? What was behind
them?

Maths Task 1 – Division with remainders!

Answer these:
4613 ÷ 5
2575 ÷ 3
9863 ÷ 4
1929 ÷ 4
5182 ÷ 5

Maths Task 2 – Easter investigation: the mystery of the Easter bunny costume!
An annual village Easter bunny egg hunt
is about to start. Sam, the local sweet
shop owner, always dresses up as the
Easter bunny, and hops through the
village hiding eggs for the children to find.
It is always a wonderful occasion and the
children look forward to it very much.
However, there is a problem this year.
Sam has gone to the cupboard where the
costume is stored and to his horror, he
has discovered it has been cut up into pieces!
Your task is to solve the five clues and use the character descriptions of all
the people who have a connection with the village and the building the
villages meetings are held in, to work out who the contemptible costume
wrecker is! Good luck!

Maths Task 3 – Design your own Easter egg!

